Dig Deeper @Home – Word on the Street
Complement to lesson on 06/05/2022 – “#OnFire”
ICE BREAKER – Questions to open dialogue and learn more about those gathered
1. Can you stay focused or are you easily distracted?
2. What is something you’ve been excited to share with others about recently?

MEMORIZE – Acts 17: 6-7
… “These men who have turned the world upside down have come here also, and Jason has received
them, and they are all acting against the decrees of Caesar, saying that there is another king, Jesus.”

READ – Acts 1:8 & 2: 1-39
Questions to ponder/discuss:
1. What does the Holy Spirit draw your attention to as you read these passages?
a. What sticks out to you?

b. Is anything repeated? Contrasted? Compared?

c. Identify 10 questions from the verses you read

d. What is the passage revealing about God? About people? In light of these, what needs to
change in your life?

2. How is the promise of Acts 1:8 lived out in Acts 2: 1-39? (list as many ways as possible)

3. What promises of God do we find in Acts 2: 1-39?

4. How are you living out the promise of Acts 1:8 and in what ways are you trusting in the promises
we find in Acts 2: 1-39? If you’re not, what needs to change?

EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITY – “For Purpose, With Purpose, On Purpose”
Eat a meal together that requires the use of a fork, spoon and a knife. Start by putting all knives in the
middle of the table. Then give these instructions. Whatever you would have eaten with a spoon, you
can only eat with your hands. Whatever you would have used a knife to cut, you can only use your
spoon. And to use a fork you have to hold a fork by its prongs, using the handle to get your food.
Have the meal together. Engage in discussion about how this is going. Is it frustrating? Is it as
successful? How is using these utensils incorrectly impacting your experience? Now connect this to the
Holy Spirit.
According to Acts 1:8, what is the purpose of the Holy Spirit being given?
- Hint: And you will be my __________________
Are you living life with this purpose? Share where you are, share where you need to more.
How can you more intentionally live on purpose in this way where you live, work, go to school and
play?

SING (Suggested songs to sing. Use these, or any favorites of the gathered group, to worship Jesus!)
Holy Spirit You are Welcome Here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zEiiZi2DKk
Thank you Jesus for the Blood - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbCnh5Q2o1Y
Give Me One Pure and Holy Passion - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMWVPmEjUpo
Spirit of God, descend upon my heart – (Mennonite Hymnal #217)
PRAY
This is a time to gather around for prayer requests and to share how you have seen God at work. A
time to hear where God is showing up in our lives and where we need Him to help us in our lives.

Sending prayer based on the series:
Holy Spirit, as we leave from here, your servants, grant us to speak your word with all boldness, while
you stretch out your hand to heal and signs and wonders are performed through the name of your holy
servant Jesus.

